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**NEW** Make your own mustache wax and beard oil: The ultimate MAN book written by Bill

Sharper, is an ALL-IN-ONE, step-by-step, guide to show you how to make your own manly products

for that magnificent beard or mustache (or both)!! START YOUR OWN BUSINESS AT HOME

TODAY***STOP throwing your money away on ultra expensive mustache wax and beard oil on the

internet and in your local barber shop, and instead, learn how to make your own so that you can

customize your own scent! Even start your OWN business selling your own crafted waxes and

oils!INSIDE YOU'LL LEARN:The Scoop On Beard OilIngredientsCarrier and Essential OilsHow to

Make Beard OilA Couple Recipe IdeasHow To Make Mustache WaxSo be a REAL MAN and show

it by learning this material and start living the Beardsman Life!Also for:mustache wax and

oilmustache wax groomingmustache wax for men105moustache wax113mustache wax145beard

oilmustache wax and beard oilmustache wax beard oil
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A short book (about 14 pages) with an interesting approach about the essential oil, carrier oils and



some ingredients for the sole purpose of making beard oil and mustache wax.This book will show

you how to make beard oil in a very easy to follow way. You can add some scents to your recipe of

choice. Inside this book you will find advice about the different types of carrier oils and the essential

oil that you may use for the beard and mustache. The recipes contained in this book will show you

the right amount of each different ingredient in order to reach a balanced formula for beard oil and

for a mustache wax.This is an excellent book with a good approach that will give you basic grounds

on the subject as one step to take you to deeper research and experiences.Please note that I have

received this book for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.[...] Thanks for taking the

time to read my review.

I got this book for my husband. He has grown a big beard on and off for many years, way before

beards became so popular and mainstream like they are now. Years ago, before you could easily

find beard oil and waxes in stores, he was stuck using my conditioners and lotions on his beard.

Unfortunately he has sensitive skin and sometimes breaks out using certain products.After reading

through this book I was pleased to find out I already have most of the essential and carrier oils I

need to make him some new beard oil. It would cost a decent amount of money to purchase these

things to make your own beard oils, but they do last for a long time. You wont be putting unknown

chemicals onto your hair and skin when you make your own. Plus a quick internet search will show

you there are many other natural products you can make with the oils.The only things I didn't like

about this book is that it's kind of hard to read on my Kindle app, everything is one very long

paragraph. Also there are only about 3 recipes for beard oil and most of them use almond and tea

tree oil. I can understand the benefits of using tea tree oil, but the smell is...well...something you

have to get used to. I haven't made any of the beard oil yet so maybe it doesn't smell too bad when

mixing it with the other oils. Having additional recipe ideas would be helpful to people who have

never used essential oils before and do not know what they smell like.I received this item at a

reduced rate in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. All opinions are my own and not

influenced in any way.

A short book (about 14 pages) with an interesting approach about the essential oil, carrier oils and

some ingredients for the sole purpose of making beard oil and mustache wax. This book will show

you how to make beard oil in a very easy to follow way. You can add some scents to your recipe of

choice. Inside this book you will find advice about the different types of carrier oils and the essential

oil that you may use for the beard and mustache. The recipes contained in this book will show you



the right amount of each different ingredient in order to reach a balanced formula for beard oil and

for a mustache wax.Please note that I have received this book for free in exchange for my honest

and unbiased review.

There's nothing in this book that can't be found easily using google. It's not very detailed, nor does it

really give you any great information. Mostly common sense stuff, and things those who already

have used beard oils and such already know about it.It's as if some one read a bunch of sites of

related information, then rewrote it all in their own terms. I did receive this book at a discount in

exchange for an honest, unbiased review.

What woman doesn't love a man with a beard?!? My husband has recently joined the world of

bearded men after a little pleading on my part. Unfortunately with a beard comes beard upkeep.

Beard oil can definitely add up in price very quickly so this book as become a new tool I will be using

frequently. I love to make products for my family at home so making my husband beard oil is just

one more thing I can offer. The recipes are easy to follow and clearly written. My husband was so

excited when I told him about the book and the things I had read and recipes I couldn't wait to make.

After taking a crack at the beard oils I'm going to try the mustache waxes for my dad. My brother in

law is also a member of the bearded community and I have already sent my sister a link to this book

telling her that she needed to download it and give it a try. I'm sure between the two of us we will

end up trying every recipe there is to offer. This book did not disappoint and will hopefully help

condition my husbands beard into something we can both be proud of. I have a few more pages to

read and then it will be one to mixing and making. This will also be another project my son and I can

work on together as he learns the world of measuring.I received this book for free in exchange for

my honest opinion which I have given. My opinion has not been influenced by outside sources in

any manner.
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